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Viega. A better idea!

Family tradition

The name Viega stands for a family company which set high 
standards from the word go. Product quality, client proximity, 
reliable delivery and service performance – all these standards 
are imposed company-wide. One thing is for certain: you need 
more than a good idea to compile an international success 
story. Courage, delight in innovation and passion are that 
qualities that, for good reason, have shaped the company for 
100 years.

Competence and variety

In the meantime, more than 16,000 products belong to the 
Viega portfolio. Products, which not only represent a unique 
selection for this sector, but are also of exceptional quality. 
The reason: Viega combines everything: excellently trained 
employees, the best raw materials, highly modern production 
sites – and that at all five factories, in Germany and the USA.

Systematic and precise

In addition, a total of over 16,000 items are available, being 
selected, coded, packed and dispatched using an efficient 
logistics concept. The system is in place – as for everything 
at Viega. Not only are our processes integrated, but also our 
products. The best example is Viega Fonterra, the systems 
for radiant heating and cooling featured in this brochure: they 
offer an extensive product spectrum with the reliabilty of the 
Viega system world. True to our mantra: Viega. A better idea!
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Viega Fonterra.
Radiant heating and cooling with the 
Viega Plus factor.
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The Viega system world

Everything comes from one source and 
fits together perfectly. Even the radiant 
heating and cooling systems combine 
seamlessly into the extensive Viega 
system world and convince one of the 
core values that have set Viega apart 
from the rest for many years: innovative 
solutions, maximum reliability and lead-
ing variety.
As a result, even the Viega Fonterra 
range consists of 6 different systems 
with various economic radiant heating 
and cooling solutions for the floor, the 
wall, for new and old buildings, for living 
areas as well as office buildings, indus-
trial and sports halls.

The Viega PB pipe

Viega offers you noticeable advantages 
during assembly with an extremely flex-
ible flow through optimised polybutene 
pipe. Especially at low working temper-
atures, the advantages of this unique 
flexibility, especially in tight bending 
radii, are noticeable. PE-Xc pipe in 
2 sizes is used in large areas.

The Viega SC-Contur 

The press connectors in the Fonterra 
range are equipped with the Viega 
SC-Contur according to DVGW W534. 
Unpressed connections are noticed 
during the leakage test.

Viega Logistics 

At Viega, you constantly benefit from 
the mature logistics system, that makes 
sure all of the products are where you 
need them, when you need them.

Viega Service

Only a phone call away: Our field repre-
sentatives and hotline professionals are 
able to assist you with technical advice: 
0049-2722-61-1297.

Viega planning

Our team of planners is on hand to 
answer all your enquiries about “radiant 
heating and cooling”. The Viptool soft-
ware programme is also available as an 
innovative planning tool.

Viega PB pipe

Viega PE-Xc pipe

Viega SC-Contur: Reliability starts at the leakage test.

Viega Pressgun Picco
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The pleasant advantages 
of radiant heating and cooling.
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The high demands

The demand for a pleasant room cli-
mate, which provides comfort through-
out the year, is becoming increasingly 
significant: keeping the temperature 
warm in winter and pleasantly cool in 
summer – a modern heating system 
must fulfil this objective. However, this 
must be achieved by incorporating envi-
ronmental factors, economic aspects 
and the creative freedom for architects 
and builders.
Viega Fonterra fulfils all the criteria that 
make living more comfortable. In addi-
tion, the high radiant heating ratio pro-
vides a large comfort zone. The effect: 
your customers enjoy an ideal climate 
throughout the year. 

The comfortable solution

To ensure a feeling of comfort, relevant 
factors, which influence room climate, 

such as: air temperature, air speed, air 
renewal, radiant temperature and air 
humidity must be controlled regularly.
Most people feel happiest in a room 
temperature of between 20 and 22 °C. 
With radiant heating and cooling, one 
can choose a somewhat lower room 
temperature, without lowering the de-
gree of comfort, because the nearly 
ideal temperature profile of a radiant 
heating and cooling system prevents 
the temperature from rising.
In addition, radiant heating and cooling 
systems with their low surface tem-
peratures provide the optimal air speed 
in the room. This is necessary, to dis-
tribute the heat evenly in the room and 
to prevent unpleasant draughts from 
arising.

Optimal freedom of scope

The radiant heating and cooling sys-
tems are not visible. This enables free-
dom of scope when designing the room, 
as radiators no longer need to be placed 
in the room a more individual room 
design is possible. 

Underfloor heating and radiator heating in 
comparison with ideal heating.

Comfort zone in connection with 
the surface and room temperature.

Radiant heating and cooling offers freedom to design the room as you wish.
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Comfortable

Uncomfortably warm

Uncomfortably cold

Radiator heating

Ideal heating

Underfloor heating

Ideal heating
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Systematic energy saving.

Energy saving potential

Due to ineffective transformation pro-
cesses, high energy losses can be made 
between the provision of primary energy 
and its use. To enable the limitation of 
the use of valuable, expensive raw ma-
terials, the prevention of heat loss is the 
economic goal in industrial and residen-
tial planning. How successful one can 
be with the optimisation of the energy 
balance is dependent on the type of 
building, the use, the technical param-
eters as well as the financial resources.

Legal specification

Building technology has reacted to the 
rising demands of new legislative heat-
ing insulation and Energy Ordinances 
(EnEV) by developing new components 
and heating systems, this has led to a 
reduction in energy requirements. Heat 
generation, insulation as well as heat 
distribution have been improved. The 
best example of this are the new 
 Fonterra radiant heating and cooling 
systems. They make their contribution 
with their comfortable heat distribution 
and efficient use of low energy sys-
tems.

Energy pass

As the lawmakers have introduced a 
compulsory energy pass for buildings, 
the topic of heating and insulation is be-
coming increasingly more important and 
transparent. The energy pass shows the 
energetic qualities of buildings. In con-
nection with modernisation recommen-
dations, there are tips for cost-effective 
improvements.

Savings through the reduction of 

heating costs

Due to the ability of the radiant heating 
and cooling system to create a comfort-
able climate at 20° C as opposed to 
radiators, which require a temperature 
of 22° C, a saving of 10 –12 % can be 
made on the annual heating costs.

Hygiene

Radiant heating and cooling systems 
with their low operating temperatures 
are nearly pure radiant heating systems 
and are always relatively close to the 
room air temperature. This automati-
cally leads to better hygienic conditions. 
The mild tempered surface does not 
therefore cause any noticeable convec-
tion due to the minimal temperature dif-
ferences, as in contrast to conventional 
radiators the air circulation is much 

lower. Dust turbulences are avoided. 
Heat radiation is a characteristic of radi-
ant heating and cooling, which does not 
heat the air, but in fact solid objects. 
And thanks to the heated surface, nei-
ther wet corners nor mould can occur.

Energy pass for residential buildings (EnEV).

Radiant heat with radiant heating systems.
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Radiant cooling

In addition, radiant heating and cooling 
systems can be used for cooling in sum-
mer, this can be done by using cold 
water. That is considerably cheaper than 
using an air-conditioning unit – and also 
silent, as there is no draught.

Viega Fonterra, systems for

radiant heating and cooling

With Fonterra radiant heating and 
cooling systems, Viega offers a wide 
spectrum for the most varied of require-
ments. This is true for new buildings as 
well as old buildings, for floors, walls 
and ceiling areas in residential as well 
as in office buildings, industrial and 
sports halls.
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Viega Fonterra. 
The product range at a glance.

Fonterra Base 12/15 

Snap panel system, 
new build and reno-
vation, wet, cooling 
function possible

Snap panel system for a wide range of applications with 
highly flexible flow optimized PB pipes in 2 different sizes 
12 x 1.3 mm or 15 x 1.5 mm and faster assembly due to one 
man assembly in various assembly situations. Suitable for 
diagonal installation as well as low construction heights 
(without insulation).

Fonterra Base 15/17

Snap panel system, 
new build and reno-
vation, for floating 
and cement screed, 
heating and cooling

Snap panel system for larger floor areas with PB pipe 
15 x 1.5 mm or PE-XC pipe 17 x 20. Faster installation due 
to one man assembly in various assembly situations. Suitable 
for diagonal installation as well as extremely low construction 
heights (without insulation).  

Fonterra Reno

Renovation, dry, cool-
ing function possible

Dry floor heating system with 18 mm thick system panels 
made of plasterboard material for the incorporation of mean-
dering PB pipes 12 x 1.3 mm. Very low construction height 
especially for renovations without screed. Direct tiling on floor 
panel possible or covering for any floor covering of the under-
floor panel is possible. Higher floor levels can be realised using 
a mounting panels.

Fonterra Tacker

Tacker system, new 
build, wet, heating 
and cooling

Tacker system with simple installation for flexible layouts 
in analogue room geometries. Suitable for the incorporation 
of Fonterra underfloor heating pipes sizes 15 x 1.5 mm, 
17 x 2.0 mm as well as 20 x 2.0 mm. Underfloor heating 
panels available as a folding or rolling system in various thick-
nesses. New and patented tacker nails offer a noticeably 
better joining stength.
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Fonterra Side 12 

Wall system, dry, 
cooling function 
possible

Wall heating system for dry interior work during renovation or 
new build. Pipes made of PB 12 x 1.3 mm which have been 
integrated into the wall heating panel make additional levelling 
unnecessary. Assembly on a suitable sub-construction or 
directly onto the metal frames with dry construction walls.

Fonterra 

Side 12 Clip

Wall sysrem, wet, 
cooling function 
possible

Wall heating system for assembly on site for integration with 
standard interior plaster. Simple Clip assembly of the flow 
opimised PB pipe 12 x 1.3 mm which are secured in the 
wall-fastened clamping rails. Maximum area installation and 
optimal area use, as it is possible to adapt to structural con-
ditions.

Fonterra regulat-

ing components

Viega shows its system competence at the interfaces as well. 
A comprehensive range of regulating components rounds off 
the radiant heating and cooling portfolio rather well. Be it room 
thermostats, base units, actuators, regulating or distributor 
units – all of the components for the individual regulation of the 
heating circuit are part of Viega’s range.
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Viega Fonterra.
Radiant heating and cooling 
for the floor.
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Fonterra Base 12/15 and Fonterra Base 15/17.
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Due to their opti-
mized wall thick-
ness, Viega PB 
pipes possess a 
relatively large 
internal diameter 
– that means opti-
mal flowthrough 
values. The Viega 
PB pipe 15 x 1.5 mm 
can be installed in 

both snap panel systems.

The Viega PB pipe

The Fonterra Base radiant heating and 
cooling systems are based on a snap 
panel system as well as the Viega PB 
pipes. These extremely flexible poly-
butene pipes provide clear assembly 
advantages through tight bending radii 
and simple one man assembly.

Viega Fonterra Base 12/15

The universal system Fonterra Base 12/15 
with the extremely flexible PB pipe is 
excellently suited for radiant heating 
and cooling in new and old buildings. 
Depending on the heat requirements or 
floor construction, one can choose from 
2 different pipe sizes 12 x 1.3 mm or 
15 x 1.5 mm.

Viega Fonterra Base 15/17

The system Fonterra Base 15/17 is per-
fectly suited for the tempering of larger 
surfaces. One can choose from two 
qualities and sizes of pipes with the 
highly flexible PB pipe 15 x 1.5 mm or 
especially high performance PE-Xc pipe 
17 x 2.0 mm.

Viega PB pipe with 
optimal wall thick-
ness and high flow 
though values.
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Fonterra Base 12/15.
The universal snap panel system. 

Diagonal installation without additional material.

Fonterra Base 12/15 is the universal 
system for radiant heating and cooling 
for new and old builds. Due to its snap 
panels and flexible PB pipe, it can be 
installed quickly, simply and securely 
using the one man installation tech-
nique. It provides optimal performance 
and low construction heights.

Features and advantages at a glance

 system panels in type insulated (30-2 or ND 11) and without insulation (smart)
 snap panel system for two pipe dimensions of PB pipe 12 x 1.3 mm and 
15 x 1.5 mm
 diagonal installation without additional material
 oxygen-proof pipes made of high quality polybutene 12 x 1.3 mm
 high flexibility for small bending radii, especially at low working temperatures
 above average flow-through due to optimal wall thickness
 very low thermal expansion
 DIN tested safety system
 universal snap panel system for radiant heating and cooling in new and old 
building
 positioning grid 5.5 cm
 system for floors made of screed mortars and screed mass in accordance with 
DIN EN 13813
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Optimal insulation

When planning underfloor heating in 
residential properts, there are different 
conditions – based on the neighbouring 
surfaces and rooms – to be taken into 
consideration. Neighbouring spaces 
with high temperature differences and 
contact with the ground or outside air 
have influence the planning process. 
The subsequent actions primarily affect 
the the insulating materials and insu-
lating characteristics of the building 
sections.

The adjacent graphic and the corre-
sponding table show how the position 
of a room influences the thermal resis-
tivity and with it the choice of insulation.

Constructive floor assembly

The thickness of the standard screed is 
calculated by the assembly height of 
the heating pipe plus an extra 45 mm of 
screed covering. The floor covering is 
therefore to considered separately for 
the total assembly height.

H
Ths

SP

Accessories Fonterra Base 12/15

Fonterra edge insula-
tion strip 150/8
Model 1270

Fonterra edge insual-
tion strip 150/10, self-
adhesive
Model 1270.1

Fonterra expansion 
joint profile 10/80
Model 1275

Fonterra round 
profile
Model 1274

See catalogue for further accessories.

Fonterra
Snap panel 30-2
Model 1224

Fonterra
Snap panel ND 11
Model 1225

Fonterra
Snap panel smart
Model 1226

Fonterra 
Distributor door set
30-2 Model 1224.1
ND 11 Model 1225.1
smart Model 1226.1

Fonterra PB pipe 
12 x 1.3 mm
Model 1405

Fonterra movement 
joint protection 12
Model 1273

Fonterra PB pipe
15 x 1.5 mm
Model 1405

Minimum thermal resistivity 

acc. to DIN EN 1264-4

Minimum thermal resistivity
Room Position Rλinsulation [m

2 K/W]

1 Above heated room     0.75

2 Above irregularly
heated room     1.25

3 Above unheated room     1.25*

4 Against outside air     2.0*

5 Against the ground     1.25*

*U = 0.5; acc. EnEV U = 1/R

Installation situation 1 (above heated 

room) with PB pipe 12 x 1.3 mm

System panel = 30 mm
Thick heating 
screed = 57 mm (45 + 12 mm)
Height = 87 mm
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Fonterra Base 15/17.
Heating and cooling in perfect combination.

Fonterra Base 15/17, the system for 
radiant heating and cooling, is especially 
good for systems with larger flow 
volumes. Due to its excellent product 
qualities, Fonterra Base 15/17 also of-
fers ideal conditions for use on large 
surfaces both for heating and cooling.

The special features of cooling with 

radiant heating and cooling systems

To switch the function from radiant heat-
ing to radiant cooling, cold water is fed 
into the existing piping system. Combi-
nations with heat pumps or well sys-
tems are especially suitable here. The 
Fonterra regulating components ensure 
an optimal room climate and prevent 
the formation of condensation during 
cooling.

Features and advantages in detail

 system panels in type insulated (30-2 or ND 11) and without insulation (smart)
 snap panels suitable for PB pipe 15 x 1.5 mm or PE-Xc pipe 17 x 2.0 mm
 for systems with large flow volumes for heating and cooling
 especially for the cooling function of larger flow volumes
 suitable for cement and calcium sulphate screed
 positioning grid 5.5 cm 
 diagonal installation without additional material
 DIN tested safety system
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Comfortably warm in winter, 

pleasantly cool in summer

Fonterra Base 15/17 offers you both 
functions: heating and cooling. Espe-
cially with large glass or window fronts, 
the floor is prevented from heating up 
due to direct heat from the sun. This has 
an especially positive effect on the room 
temperature and the room climate. To 
be able to walk barefoot all of the time, 
the floor surface temperature should not 
drop below 19 °C.

Feeding cold water from heat pump or 
well system into the pipes is ideal for 
using underfloor heating as a cooling 
surface. In addition, there are all of the 
advantages which are typical for a 
radiant heating and cooling system: 
draught-free, cost-effective and high-
performance cooling function. 

Accessories Fonterra Base 15/17

Fonterra edge insu-
lating strip 150/8
Model 1270

Fonterra edge insulat-
ing strip 150/10, 
self-adhesive
Model 1270.1

Fonterra expansion 
joint profile 10/80
Model 1275

Fonterra round 
profile
Model 1274

Fonterra
Snap panel 30-2
Model 1227

Fonterra
Snap panel ND 11
Model 1228

Fonterra
Snap panel smart 
Model 1229

Fonterra
Distributor door set 
30-2 Model 1227.1
ND 11 Model 1228.1
smart Model 1229.1

Fonterra
Diagonal holder
Model 1290

Fonterra PB pipe 
15 x 1.5 mm
Model 1405

Fonterra 
joint protection pipe
Model 1404

See catalogue for further accessories.

Fonterra PE Xc pipe 
17 x 2.0 mm
Model 1401

Heating and cooling in one system: comfortably warm in winter, pleasantly cool in summer.
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Fonterra Reno.
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Flexible fitting

If the completion of a dry system is 
planned, a mounting panel can be 
placed upon the Fonterra Reno panel. 
This mounting panel serves as a base 
for the floor and makes the individual 
adjustment of the assembly height to 
the structural conditions possible.

Direct tiling

Especially during renovation, a low 
assembly height is important. The 
Fonterra Reno system panels have 
been conceived in such a way that they 
can be directly installed onto an even 
surface – e.g. existing floor tiles – and 
can have tiles laid directly upon them.

Individual floor design

The new Viega underfloor heating sys-
tem Fonterra Reno has been improved 
with a new pouring material based on 
plaster which can be used as a base for 
a wide variety of different floor cover-
ings. There are then no boundaries for 
the design of the space and it allows 
two different floor coverings in one 
room.
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Fonterra Reno.
Maximum performance with minimum 
construction height.

As the plasterboard material panels are 
only 18 mm thick, Fonterra Reno allows 
a high-performance underfloor heating 
system even in rooms where only mini-
mal construction heights are possible. 
In addition, the system panels can be 
directly tiled, covered by a poured 
material or adjusted using a mounting 
panel, depending on the required floor 
covering.

Features and advantages in detail

 floor heating system with 18 mm thick system panels made of plasterboard 
material with milled pipe guidance grooves 
 for the incorporation of polybutene pipes 12 x 1.3 mm
 improved holding power due to holding nubs in the base panels as well as angle 
entries in the head panels
 due to low assembly height, this is particularly suitable for old buildings and 
renovations
 direct pouring, tiling or laying with a mounting panel possible
 with poured material, can be walked upon after 2 to 4 hours, can be covered 
with tiles, carpet or PVC after 24 hours as well as parquette and laminate 
flooring after 3 days
 dry installation possible – therefore particularly suitable for buildings, where no 
moisture can be introduced
 positioning grid 100 mm
 DIN-inspected system safety
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The innovative pouring substance

The highly viscose pouring substance ensures 
a short drying time. The floor can be walked 
upon after 2 – 4 hours, after 24 hours it can be 
laid with tiles, carpet, PVC or after 3 days with 
laminate flooring or parquette.

Fast radiant heating and cooling system

After the pipe installation, the Fonterra system 
panels with flexi adhesive and protective mate-
rial can be directly tiled.

Direct tiling

e.g. on previous tile covering on existing 
screed.

Poured material for all floor coverings

e.g. for a minimal floor height on a stable, 
level foundation.

Mounting panel with parquette/laminate 

flooring/carpet/PVC or tiles

e.g. with pre-fabricated houses with dry con-
struction and the available assembly height.

Accessories Fonterra Reno

Fonterra Reno
base panel, 18 mm
620 x 1000 mm
Model 1238.10

Fonterra Reno
head panel, 18 mm
310 x 620 mm
Model 1238.11

Fonterra Reno
equalisation panel for 
remaining areas, 
18 mm
620 x 1000 mm
Model 1238.2

Fonterra PB pipe 
12 x 1.3 mm
Model 1405

Fonterra joint move-
ment protection 12
Model 1273

Fonterra edge insula-
tion strip 150/10 
self-adhesive
Model 1270.1

Screed adhesive
Model 1237.4

Fonterrra Reno
distributor panel, 
3 part, 
each 310 x 620 mm
Model 1238.12

Poured material
Model 1235.3

Squeegee
Model 1200.2

Rubber squeegee
Model 1200.3

See catalogue for further accessories.

Foundation
Model 1235.21

1  Variable floor cov-
ering and adhesive 
layer

2  Mounting panel

3  Poured material

4  Foundation

5  System panel 
Fonterra Reno

6  Screed adhesive

7  Flexi adhesive
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Fonterra Tacker.
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Ideal for individual room design

The system for radiant heaing and cool-
ing Fonterra Tacker can be used for 
heating and for cooling. With the ex-
tremely flexible fastening, the pipes can 
be adapted to the shape of the room, 
even in tight or irregularly shaped rooms, 
as one is not bound to an existing pat-
tern. Thanks to the newly developed 

and patented tacker nails, the Fonterra 
underfloor heating pipes can be laid 
very easily, permanently secured and 
optimally distributed across the availa-
ble surface.
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Fonterra Tacker.
Extensive flexibility for individual rooms.

When using Fonterra Tacker, you have 
the choice between foldable or rollable 
heat and footfall insulated tacker 
panels. Even in non-quadratic rooms, 
the flexible laying pattern ensures the 
whole surface is heated and assembly 
is still quick.

Optimal holding power

With the newly developed, patented 
tacker nails, you receive a noticeably 
improved holdng power, just as you are 
accustomed with quality Viega prod-
ucts. The tacker device is available 
equipped with a holder for a reserve 
magazine. To improve the workflow, the 
tacker nails come in magazines.

Features and advantages in detail

 flexible tacker system for radiant heating and cooling
 suitale for cement and calcium sulphate screeds
 new tacker nails with improved holding power, more time saved, thanks to 
assembly-friendliness
 sealed connection of the system panels via covering layer and 
sealing of the edges
 available in various thicknesse with various heat and footfall insulation 
properties
 foldable and rollable systems available
 building material class acc. to DIN 4102-B2
 high laying flexibility
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Accessories Fonterra Tacker

Fonterra edge insula-
tion strips 
Model 1270

Fonterra edge insula-
tion strips 150/10, 
self-adhesive
Modell 1270.1

Fonterra Tacker nails
Model 1446

Fonterra Tacker 
device
Model 1445

Adhesive tape
Model 1279

Rolling device
Model 1280

F = Folding
R = Roll

Fonterra PB pipe 
15 x 1.5 mm
Model 1405

Fonterra PE-Xc pipe 
17 x 2.0 mm
Modell 1401

Fonterra PE-Xc pipe 
20 x 2.0 mm
Model 1204

Fonterra
Foldable Tacker panel 
EPS 25-2 F
EPS 30-2 F
EPS 30-3 F
EPS 35-3 F
Model 1260

Fonterra
Rollable Tacker panels
EPS 25-2 R
EPS 30-2 R
EPS 30-3 R
EPS 35-3 R
Model 1261

See catalogue for further accessories.

Thanks to Fonterra Tacker with its flexi-
ble system components and extremely 
secure tacker nails, you are no longer 
bound to any laying pattern in non-
quadratic rooms. Although, the pre-
printed pattern on the corresponding 
panels assists you during installation. 
The snail-shaped installation method is 
normally chosen in conjunction with 
Tacker. As the supply and return pipes 
are positioned alternately next to each 
other, a constant temperature is ensured 

over the whole laying area. It is consid-
ered useful to plan a edge zone when 
dealing with larger window areas. This 
prevents cold air from flowing into the 
living area.
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Viega Fonterra.
Radiant heating and cooling 
for the wall.
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Fonterra Side 12.
The time-saving dry construction system.

Thermographic testing

Using a foil, that reacts to heat, one can 
determine where the pipes are in a wall 
when the heating is working. When 
hanging pictures or shelves, one can be 
sure that no nails hit the pipes.

1  Wall heating panel

2  Polybutene pipe 
12 x 1.3 mm

3  Sub-construction 
(battens)

4  Masonry

Wall construction Fonterra Side 12.

30 mm

18 mm

= 48 mm

Thanks to pre-fabricated system ele-
ments, Fonterra Side Clip 12 can be 
assembled really quickly. To enable 
optimal surface utilisation, there are 
elements in different sizes and versions 
available.

Features and advantages in detail

 Dry construction system, consisting of 18 mm system elements made of 
plasterboard material with integrated polybutene pipes 12 x 1.3 mm
 Wall heater pipes are embedded into the system elements before delivery, 
which means they can be directly assembled on a sub-structure
 Fit smooth sides to the room and coat, wallpaper, tile or plaster after filling in 
the joints
 Many panel sizes for simple assembly onto the wall or apron wall
 Connection of system panels to the distributor in series connection up to max. 5 m2

 Optimal heating panel temperature 35 – 40 °C
 The wall elements are attached in intervals of 31 cm to a sub-construction 
suitable for dry internal construction
 Simple connection of system panels with press coupling in floor construction or 
in free area of the sub-construction
 Panel thickness 18 mm, plus wall covering
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Accessories Fonterra Side 12

Fonterra
Wall heating panel 
62 x 200 cm
Model 1237

Fonterra
Wall heating panel 
31 x 200 cm
Model 1237

Fonterra
Wall heating panel 
hr 100 
62 x 100 cm
Model 1237.1

Fonterra
Wall heating panel 
hr 70 
62 x 100 cm
Model 1237.1

Fonterra plaster-
board panel, 18 mm, 
for residual areas 
62 x 200 cm
Model 1237.2

Fonterra PB pipe 
12 x 1.3 mm
Model 1405

Free choice of the heating and 

cooling surfaces

Not only a heating function is important 
for a pleasant all year round climate in 
enclosed spaces. At latest since the 
record-breaking summer of 2003, a 
cooling function in residential construc-
tion has become an important topic.
In addition, not only floor, but in fact wall 
surfaces, can be used for both purpos-
es. Now one can, for example, if the 
floor is to remain in its present form, use 
the wall surfaces.

1  Fonterra
wall heating panel, 
31 x 200 cm

2  Fonterra
wall heating panel, 
62 x 200 cm

3  Fonterra wall heat-
ing panel hr 100, 
62 x 100 cm

4  Fonterra wall heat-
ing panel hr 70, 
62 x 100 cm

5  Fonterra
wall heating panel 
not milled or 
remaining areas
62 x 200 cm

Fonterra
Joint movement 
protection 12
Model 1273

Press coupling 
for PB pipe 
12 x 1.3 mm
Model 1223

Joint adhesive
Model 1237.3

Dry wall screws
Model 1259

Temperature foil
Model 1237.5

See catalogue for further accessories.

Heating and cooling in one system: 
comfortably warm in winter, pleasantly cool in summer.

Flexible assembly possibilities to adapt to site conditions.
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Accessories Fonterra Side 12
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for PB pipe 
12 x 1.3 mm
Model 1223
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Model 1237.3

Dry wall screws
Model 1259
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Model 1237.5

See catalogue for further accessories.

Heating and cooling in one system: 
comfortably warm in winter, pleasantly cool in summer.

Flexible assembly possibilities to adapt to site conditions.
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Fonterra Side 12 Clip.
The variable system for wet construction.

1  Wall-Clip
rail 12

2  Polybutene pipe 
12 x 1.3 mm

3  Protective material

4  Wall plaster

5  Masonry

Wall assembly Fonterra Side 12 Clip.

10 mm

16 mm

= 26 mm

No matter if it is a wall made of bricks, 
concrete or sandstone – the room can 
be tempered using Fonterra Side 12 Clip. 
The flexible, high performance PB pipe 
is simply attached to the wall using the 
clip rails and circular nail brackets and 
then plastered over. Especially when 
dealing with individual room shapes.

Features and advantages in detail

 wet wall heating system for assembly on solid walls made of brick 
concrete, sandstone, etc.
 installation of the oxygen-proof polybutene heating pipe in a meandering design 
after assembly of the clip rails
 max. wall register size 6.0 m2

 suitable for plaster, lime, clay or cement plaster
 required plaster covering min. 10 mm with use of protective material to prevent 
cracks
 connection of wall register direct to heating circuit distributor possible 
 attachment of pipe work in curved areas with circular nail brackets 
or wall plug hooks
 flexible connection option for wall heating fields up to 6 m2 or 80 m in length 
directly to the heating circuit distributor
 overall plaster thickness 26 mm (16 mm clip rail incl. polybutene pipe 
12 x 1.3 mm plus 10 mm plaster coverage) 
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Assembly of the clamping rail

The Side 12 clamping rail is attached to 
the solid wall.

Fastening of the PB pipes

The Fonterra polybutene pipe is simply 
and securely attached to the clamping 
rail.

Stabilising of the pipe redirection

The pipes are secured with circular nail 
brackets in the vicinity of the bend.

Flexible installation

The intelligent combination of Fonterra 
Side 12 clamping rails and extremely 
pliable polybutene pipes allows particu-
larly flexible and precise pipe installa-
tion.
In addition, wall heating surfaces up to 
6 m2 or up to 80 m pipe length can be 
connected directly to the heating circuit 
distributor.

Optimal use of space

Windows, doors and jutties can be simply 
left out using Viega Fonterra Side 12 Clip. 
Even badly divided and unconnected 
sections of wall can be optimally used 
and tempered.

Accessories Fonterra Side 12 Clip

Fonterra
Clamping rail 12
Model 1234

Fonterra PB pipe 
12 x 1.3 mm
Model 1405

Fonterra joint move-
ment protection 12
Model 1273

Circular nail brackets 
Model 1239.4

Fonterra edge insula-
tion strip 150/8
Model 1270

Fonterra edge insula-
tion strip 150/10, 
self-adhesive
Model 1270.1

Temperature foil
Model 1237.5

Nail plug
Modell 1239.2

See catalogue for further accessories.

Assembly example 
on a solid wall

1  to the distributor 
station

2  heating circuit max. 
6 m2 wall heating 
area or 80 m pipe 
length

3  PB pipe 
12 x 1.3 mm in 
protective pipe
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Viega Fonterra. 
Regulating components 
and accessories.
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Viega Fonterra.
Individual regulation on request.
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The Viega product

Viega does not only proves its system 
competence with radiant heating and 
cooling, Viega also demonstrates it with 
the interfaces. The extensive product 
range of Fonterra regulating compo-
nents such as e.g. room thermostats, 
control and distributor stations allows 
individual regulation of the heating and 
cooling circuits.
It is therefore possible to regulate the 
temperature in every room as required 
and to do this economically.

Heating circuit distributor

The heating circuit distributor is able to be eas-
ily and reliably connected with the other pipes. 
From then on, it reliably supplies the heating 
circuits with calculated flow volumes.

Room thermostats

Modern room thermostats regulate ex-
actly to ± 0.5 °C. They have an effect on 
the actuator on the heating circuit dis-
tributor and open or close the relevant 
heating circuit valve. A room tempera-
ture reduction is possible through a 
clock-operated thermostat or an exter-
nal clock timer.

Actuators

Thermal actuators are available in 230 V 
or 24 V, closed in a de-energised state. 
In the initial delivery status, the thermal 
actuators are in “First open function” – 
i.e.: they are opened in a de-energised 
state for ease of installation.
Using a clock-operated thermostat or 
an external clock timer, a user-defined 
time profile for normal operation and 
low-operation phases can be pro-
grammed for any living space.
With a pump relay, the heat circulating 
pump can additionally be controlled in 
such a way that it is only turned on 
when required.

For heating model 1247
For cooling model 1247.6

Model 1247.2

Basic unit

The Viega basic unit simplifies the 
assembly and cabling of the regulating 
components and allows a simple 
cabling, it is available in 230 V or 24 V.

Basic unit wireless

The Viega basic wireles unit offers, par-
ticularly with system renovations or ret-
rofits, huge savings potentials, as there 
is no need for cabling.

See catalogue for further accessories.

Drive, Model 1248

Fonterra room thermostat 230 V/AC
Model 1243

Fonterra room thermostat 24 V/AC
Model 1243.1

Fonterra room thermostat F 230 V/AC
Transmission of the temperature information 
and coding by radio signal to the base unit 
Funk
Model 1243.2

Fonterra heating and cooling room thermostat 
F 230 V/AC
Model 1249.30
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Viega Fonterra.
Individual regulation on request.

Viega offers a large number of other reg-
ulating components and accessories 
which make the tempering of surfaces 
even simpler and more comfortable.

Compact Control Station

In order to further optimise the econom-
ical and comfortable operation of a 
Fonterra radiant heating system, the 
supply temperature is regulated in align-
ment with the external temperature. The 
compact control station is installed 
centrally or in distributor groups up to 
15 kW. 

Distributor Control Station – 

weather-operated 

The weather-operated distributor con-
trol station is installed locally in a distri-
bution box. It is essentially supplied with 
ECL 100 control electronics. It covers 
capacity requirements up to 10 kW.

Distributor Control Station,

fixed value

The distributor control station is availa-
ble for constant temperature regulation. 
Installed locally in the distribution box, it 
keeps the supply temperature for these 
distributors constant. 

Small Panel Control Station

If only small panels of showers or bath-
rooms are to be heated and no low-
temperature control circuit is available, 
we recommend using the small panel 
control station. It covers a capacity of 
up to approx. 3 kW.

Model 1251

Model 1253 Model 1254 Model 1255
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Control electronics ECL 100

It is used in combination with the Viega 
compact station, stageless regulation of 
the supply temperature and is especial-
ly adapted to the requirements of a radi-
ant heating regulator.

Regulating components and accessories

Remote control for ECL 100/301

Used in combination with the practical 
remote control element ECA 63, the 
multifunctional regulator ECL 301 can 
communicate and be controlled from 
the living area.

Distributor Cabinets

Distributor cabinets do not just house 
distributors; they also house actuators, 
ball cocks, base units and other control 
equipment. This allows rapid assembly 
and easy access to components. 

Distributor cabinet, 
in front of the wall, painted Modell 1294.1
Distributor cabinet, 
concealed, painted Model 1294
Distributor cabinet, 
UP 80 mm, painted  Model 1294.2

Multi-functional controller ECL 301

This regulator is used for radiant heating 
and cooling systems. It can be used as 
main or supplementary regulator and 
allows the control of system compo-
nents.

Model 1264 Model 1249.10 Model 1249.11

See catalogue for furher accessories.
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Viega GmbH & Co. KG
Plumbing and heating systems
Viega Platz 1
DE-57439 Attendorn
Germany
Phone +49 2722 61-1297
Fax +49 2722 61-1146
info@viega.com
www.viega.com
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